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Abstract: Virtual 3D city models act as valuable central information hubs supporting many aspects of
cities, from management to planning and simulation. However, we noted that 3D city models are still
underexploited and believe that this is partly due to inefficient visual communication channels across
3D model producers and the end-user. With the development of a formalized 3D geovisualization
approach, this paper aims to support and make the visual identification and recognition of specific
objects in the 3D models more efficient and useful. The foundation of the proposed solution is a
knowledge network of the visualization of 3D geospatial data that gathers and links mapping and
rendering techniques. To formalize this knowledge base and make it usable as a decision-making
system for the selection of styles, second-order logic is used. It provides a first set of efficient
graphic design guidelines, avoiding the creation of graphical conflicts and thus improving visual
communication. An interactive tool is implemented and lays the foundation for a suitable solution for
assisting the visualization process of 3D geospatial models within CAD and GIS-oriented software.
Ultimately, we propose an extension to OGC Symbology Encoding in order to provide suitable
graphic design guidelines to web mapping services.
Keywords: 3D geospatial data; 3D geovisualization; Styled Layer Descriptor; Symbology
Encoding; virtual 3D city model; 3D semiotics; graphics; computer graphics; mapping; rendering;
graphical conflict

1. Introduction
Due to recent and significant developments in data acquisition techniques (LIDAR, photogrammetry,
and remote sensing) and computer sciences (storage and processing), the third geometric dimension
(mainly the height or the Z coordinates of objects) has become for both experts and non-professional users
an efficient way to complete multiple tasks in disciplines such as civil engineering, geology, archaeology,
and education [1–3]. Moving to the third dimension seems attractive for the development of a more
direct cognitive reasoning about geographical and temporal phenomena. This is especially due to
the geometry of 3D virtual environments that allows a more natural interaction with the spatial
content [4–6]. In addition, the third dimension also solves the drawbacks of 2D environments when
considering multi-level structures (e.g., multi-story buildings and subway stations) [7,8]. This is for
instance the case in systems used for evacuating people from large public and business buildings
where the addition of the third dimension turns out to be useful and efficient [9].
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In the administration of cities, virtual 3D city models are extremely valuable, as they constitute
3D geovirtual environments serving many application fields: urban planning, facility management,
mobile telecommunication, environmental simulation, navigation, and disaster management [10,11].
Today, an ever-greater number of cities (e.g., Berlin, Montreal, Paris, Zürich, Rotterdam, Helsinki, and
Abu Dhabi) manipulate 3D city models for the management, integration, presentation, and distribution
of complex urban geoinformation [12]. Through the development of standards (e.g., CityGML [13]),
virtual 3D city models act as relevant central information hubs to which many applications can attach
their domain information [14]. However, it does not necessarily mean that people can directly and
efficiently communicate with each other because they have a common information model at their
disposal. To achieve this, a communication channel must be designed and set up across stakeholders.
As sight is one of the key senses for information communication [15], the link could be carried out by
an appropriate 3D geospatial data visualization as a means of effectively exchanging contextual
knowledge [16,17]. Nevertheless, there is still a crucial issue to solve: how to efficiently show
3D geospatial data in order to produce relevant visual communication? There are plenty of 3D
visualization techniques (e.g., transparency, hue and shading), but they are not all compatible with each
other, leading to potential graphical conflicts that may cause misunderstanding across stakeholders.
For instance, too much shading may hide visual variables (such as hue, pattern, and material) on
faces of 3D objects and so make them useless. Furthermore, their application is often specific to
the type of data to be visualized, the task to be performed, and the context in which the task is to
be executed [18]. As a result, selecting appropriate 3D visualization techniques is quite complex,
especially for non-experts who often deal with new combinations of criteria (data, task, or context).
In this research project, we hypothesize that the formalization of graphic design principles is
possible and corresponds to a valuable approach to support the user in the visualization process of 3D
models. This is why we propose a formalized 3D geovisualization. Through a deep understanding of
how visualization in 3D geospatial models operates, we can extract the key components from graphics
and computer graphics fields. Then, connections between the camera settings, the visualization
techniques, and the targeted purposes are established. The goal is to produce a suitable 3D geospatial
data visualization and to build a knowledge network by gathering and connecting an ever-increasing
number of visualization techniques from different fields. This knowledge network could even
automatically and intelligently be structured through machine learning [19]: the more a visualization
technique is used, the more it fits specific requirements, and subsequently the more it is helpful.
Interactive support tools could then be implemented to provide designers with feedback about the
suitability of their representation choices. This seems necessary, since current CAD and GIS-oriented
software does not warn against graphical conflicts that may appear during the visualization pipeline.
The same applies to 3D geoinformation diffusion through the OGC web 3D services. While Neubauer
and Zipf [20] have already provided an extension to Symbology Encoding for the visualization of 3D
scenes, this process remains unstructured. Additional elements should be incorporated to provide
suitable graphic design guidelines.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the 3D geovisualization field and
aims to provide theoretical insights. It also deals with the visualization process of virtual 3D city
models and graphical conflicts. Section 3 presents the second-order logic formalism applied to the 3D
geovisualization process and illustrates its role in the selectivity of virtual 3D city models. In Section 4,
the formalism is implemented in three different kinds of applications. Ultimately, we discuss the
results, conclude, and address some research perspectives.
2. 3D Geovisualization of Virtual City Models
This section proposes a brief review of the concepts and principles of 3D geovisualization. First,
it presents the key components from graphics (static retinal variables and interpretation tasks) and computer
graphics (3D environment settings and enhancement techniques) fields. Then, it deals with the visualization
of virtual 3D city models. A discussion is then provided, especially regarding graphical conflicts.
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the visualization of virtual 3D city models. A discussion is then provided, especially regarding
graphical conflicts.
2.1. 3D Geovisualization
2.1. 3D Geovisualization
2.1.1. Definition
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Figure 1 is a simplified configuration of key components involved in 3D geovisualization and
defines style as the application of graphic elements from graphics and computer graphics fields to
features and the 3D environment. The next section explains these concepts in detail.
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When using visual variables, users must keep in mind the suitability of these variables to perform
specific visual tasks (one variable may perform well while another is less suitable). The suitability for
graphics is in the interpretation tasks they are able to carry out. In Table 2, we present the perceptual
properties classes as defined by Bertin [33]. Note that additional definitions exist in the literature, as
do alternative criteria to measure the suitability of retinal variables [35].
Table 2. Interpretation tasks of static retinal variables.
Interpretation Task

Signification

Question

Selectivity

The capacity to extract categories

Does the retinal variable variation identify categories?

Associativity

The capacity to regroup similarities

Does the retinal variable variation group similarities?

Order perception

The capacity to compare several orders

Does the retinal variable variation identify a change in order?

Quantitative
perception

The capacity to quantify a difference

Does the retinal variable variation quantify a difference?

Retinal variables have different degrees of consistency to achieve these visual tasks. This is
why research has been conducted in 3D graphics. For instance, the studies of Pouliot et al. [39–41]
and Wang et al. [42] show that colour is one of the most relevant variables for selectivity tasks in
3D cadastre visualization. This is also the conclusion of Rautenbach et al. [43], who identify (in the
specific context of urban planning) hue (and texture) as the most adapted visual variables for selectivity.
Ultimately, retinal variables are also suitable for managing specific 3D geovisualization challenges.
For example, transparency can solve occlusion issues [44,45] or improve spatial relationships [46,47].
2.1.3. 3D Environment Settings
While 3D geovisualization is partly based on graphics, it also incorporates additional settings
from computer graphics that greatly influence the final display. Häberling [48] distinguishes the
following rendering parameters:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Projection: parallel or perspective;
Camera: position, orientation, and focal length;
Lighting: direct, ambient, or artificial light;
Shading;
Shadow;
Atmospheric effect.

The previous list can be extended with viewport variations that change the projection (parallel
or perspective) progressively and degressively in order to efficiently reduce occlusion issues in 3D
geospatial environments. Lorenz et al. [49] show that it does not modify the dynamic aspect of virtual
3D city applications and Jobst and Döllner [50] even conclude that it allows a better perception of 3D
spatial relations.
2.1.4. Enhancement Techniques
Besides static visual variables and 3D environment settings, additional techniques have been
developed in order to improve the visualization of 3D geospatial environments. Bazargan and
Falquet [51] show the suitability of seven enhancement techniques (illustrative shadows, virtual PDA,
croquet 3D windows, croquet 3D interactor, 2D medial layer, sidebar, and 3D labels) for the depiction
of non-geometric information, while Trapp et al. [52] classify object-highlighting techniques useful
for the visualization of user’s selection, query results, and navigation. The classification is carried out
based on the type of rendering: style-variance techniques (focus-based style or context-based style),
outlining techniques, and glyph-based techniques. They conclude that context-based style variance
and outline techniques seem to be the most relevant techniques, since they highlight (to some extent)
hidden objects in the scene.
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visualization. To address this issue, the semiotics of graphics field has been extended to the third
dimension [68]. In a paper published in 2015, Semmo et al. [69] present a 3D semiotic model
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incorporating the studies of several researchers. They distinguish five processing stages in the
visualization process:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

The modelling of real-world phenomena, which can be carried out by different kinds of sensors:
passive (photogrammetry), active (ground laser scanner, airborne LIDAR), or hybrid (imagery
and laser range sensors, hybrid DSM, aerial image and 2D GIS) [70].
The filtering stage to produce a primary landscape model where only the required information
for further processing is selected.
The mapping of the primary model to a cartographic model via symbolisation (i.e., the application
of static retinal variables (e.g., hue, size, transparency) to selected objects).
The rendering of the cartographic model; that is, the definition of 3D environment settings (e.g.,
projection, camera attributes, lighting, and atmospheric effects) and potentially the application of
enhancement techniques.
The perceptional aspects of the 3D graphic representation, such as the spatial and temporal
coherence of mapping and rendering stages, as well as psychological and physiological cues.
When used carefully, they facilitate the communication process [71].

Note that the mapping and rendering stages include the design aspects of Jobst et al. [72] and
Häberling et al. [73]. In addition to the filtering stage, they constitute the visualization process defined
by Ware [74] that may incorporate the generalisation processes classified by Foerster et al. [75].
The main weakness of this 3D semiotic model concerns the user’s involvement across the
visualization process (stages 2 to 4) [69]. Indeed, it is common that the visualization of 3D geospatial
data collection requires the application of more than one visualization technique [76]. In this case,
the selected visualization techniques must at least be able to convey the desired information and
mainly not negatively interfere with each other [77,78]. Indeed, graphical conflicts may occur in the
visualization process, especially between the mapping and rendering stages. For instance, shadow
may hide 3D objects in the 3D environment, making the application of any visual variables useless.
In a paper published in 2008, Jobst et al. present a first set of graphical conflicts [72]. While this study
introduces graphical conflicts, it has some limitations. First, it only considers incompatibilities among
visualization techniques, while they also exist among their targeted purposes (e.g., their perceptual
properties). It also does not present a methodological framework that takes additional visualization
techniques into account and does not define further connections among visualization techniques and
their targeted purposes. Ultimately, the study does not provide a graphic design support tool for
assisting the visualization process.
3. Knowledge Network Configuration
3.1. Introduction
To address previous limits, we propose a formalization of the 3D geovisualization. We do
not pretend to solve graphical conflicts, but we do believe that with a deep understanding of how
3D geovisualization works, we can at best avoid them and subsequently produce a more efficient
visualization of 3D geospatial data. This section aims to present and extend the initial formalism
developed by Neuville et al. [79]. The insertion of camera settings in the mathematical framework as
well as their connections to visualization techniques are new, and enhance the formalization process.
3D geovisualization is formalized with second-order logic, from which we use the mathematical
language for defining and connecting its components. Working at this level of abstraction allows a
deep understanding of the process and an integration at numerous scales, both for domain experts
who define their own graphic design guidelines and users who apply them. First, this section presents
the mathematical framework. Key components of 3D geovisualization are stored in collections of
entities. Then, a set of functions define their role(s) in the 3D geovisualization process and express
their connections. Functions are classified into three categories in order to distinguish functions related
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to camera settings (geometry-related), camera settings and visualization techniques (geometry and
attribute-related), and visualization techniques (attribute-related). In order to clarify the process, sets
and operators are presented in Table 3. Ultimately, this section illustrates the formalism on a subset of
static retinal variables and their targeted purposes.
Table 3. Sets and operators definition.
Notation

Signification

a∈A
|A|
A×B
R
N
R+
R3
∪
∩
∨
∧
→
¬

a is an element of A
Number of elements in A
A cross-product B = {(a, b) a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
Set of reals
Set of integers
Set of positive reals ([0; +∞])
R×R×R
Union of two sets
Intersection of two sets
OR boolean operator
AND boolean operator
IMPLICATION operator
NOT operator

3.2. Mathematical Framework
3.2.1. Collections of Entities
Collection A (Equation (1)) gathers camera settings and corresponds to the cross-product of
camera position (A1 ), camera orientation (A2 ), focal length (A3 ), and vision time (A4 ). It incorporates a
subset of variables of vision defined by Jobst et al. [72], to which we add vision time (i.e., time spent
visualising a given viewpoint). The value is infinity for a static viewpoint, while it is a positive real in
a motion with multiple viewpoints. Mathematically:
A = A1 × A2 × A3 × A4 ,

(1)

A1 = R3 ,

(2)

A2 = R3 ,

(3)

A3 = R + ,

(4)

A4 = R+ ∪ {∞}.

(5)

with

Then, collection B (Equation (6)) gathers visualization techniques. It includes static retinal
variables from Table 1 as well as 3D environment settings and enhancement techniques from
Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4:
B = {[Static retinal variables], [3D environment settings], [Enhancement techniques]}.

(6)

Thirdly, collection C (Equation (7)) defines the targeted purposes arising from the application
of collections A and B. It incorporates the fulfilment of interpretation tasks (Table 2), solutions to 3D
geovisualization challenges (Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4), and globally all perceptions conveyed by A and
B (e.g., scale, security, and pollution).
C = {[Interpretation tasks], [3D geovisualization challenges], [Perceptions]}.

(7)

Ultimately, collection O (Equation (8)) corresponds to 3D geometric objects (e.g., buildings,
transportation, and vegetation) inside the 3D geospatial environment.
O = {[3D geometric objects]}.

(8)
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3.2.2. Geometry-Related Functions
Function F (Equation (9)) means that A determines the visibility of 3D geometric objects.
Mathematically, it goes from the set of A to (→) the set of O parts (P(O)) and from an “a” element of A
is associated (7→) the part of O that includes the “o”, such as “a” implies “o”.
F : A → P(O) : a 7 → {o ∈ O : a → o)

(9)

Then, the completeness of a specific entity “a” (camera position, orientation, focal length, and
vision time) is defined as the number of visible 3D geometric objects (Equation (10)):
|F(a)|.

(10)

Due to the magnitude and complexity of virtual 3D city models, the completeness of “a” can
be less than the total number of 3D geometric objects returned by the query. To solve this issue,
several solutions are feasible, such as the application of static visual variables (e.g., transparency),
enhancement techniques (e.g., outlining technique), and viewport variations. However, if these options
are not feasible, the completeness can be improved with a motion which seeks to display the missing
information. Mathematically, the motion is defined as the addition of two (or more) entities of A and
its completeness (Equation (11)) as the sum of each entity completeness, from which we subtract the
completeness of the intersections (two by two).
|F(a1 )| + |F(a2 )| − |F(a1 ) ∩ F(a2 )| > |F(a1 )|, |F(a2 )|.

(11)

Function G (Equation (12)) aims to connect collection A to collection C, meaning that an entity
“a” is associated to a part of C (targeted purposes). For instance, a low-angle shot may imply a
scale perception.
G : A → P(C) : a 7 → {c ∈ C : a → c}.
(12)
3.2.3. Geometry- and Attribute-Related Function
Function H (Equation (13)) aims to link collection B to collection C. However, this connection
requires the involvement of collection A, since the targeted purpose(s) of any entity “b” implies at
least the visibility of this entity. Function H means that a combination of an entity “a” and an entity
“b1 ” or a set of entities “bn ” is associated to a part of C. For instance, hue is selective and associative;
transparency solves occlusion issues; a dilapidated city perception may require the combination of
several visualization techniques, such as the simultaneous application of haze (3D environment setting)
and damaged facade materials (static retinal variable).
Hn : A × Bn → P(C) : (a, b1 , . . . , bn) 7→ {c ∈ C : (a, b1 , . . . , bn) → c},

(13)

with
n ∈ N.
3.2.4. Attribute-Related Functions
The following functions aim to determine the interactions occurring between entities of collections
B and C.
Function I (Equation (14)) means that the application of an entity “b1 ” induces the use or
the indirect application of an additional entity “b2 ”. For example, the production of a shadow
implies the use of a directional light; the application of perspective height as a static retinal variable
indirectly implies the application of size. This function defines a consequence connection among
visualization techniques.
I : B → P(B) : b1 7→ {b2 ∈ B : b1 → b2 }.
(14)
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Function J (Equation (15)) means that an entity “b1 ” is compatible with another entity “b2 ”.
J : B → P(B) : b1 7→ {b2 ∈ B : b1 ∧ b2 }.

(15)

Function K (Equation (16)) means that an entity “b1 ” is incompatible with another entity “b2 ”.
For example, size is incompatible with perspective projection since the latter modifies the perception
of size as a function of object position in the 3D geospatial environment.
K : B → P(B) : b1 7→ {b2 ∈ B : ¬(b1 ∧ b2 )}.

(16)

Function L (Equation (17)) means that “c1 ” (the targeted purpose of an entity “b1 ”) is compatible
with “c2 ” (the targeted purpose of an entity “b2 ”). For example, the simultaneous application of size
and hue on a single 3D object combines the specific targeted purpose of these static visual variables
(the order interpretation task with size and the associative interpretation task with hue).
Lb1,b2 :H1 (b1 ) → P(H1 (b2 )):c1 7→ {c2 ∈ H1 (b2 ):c1 ∨ c2 }.

(17)

Function M (Equation (18)) means that “c1 ” (the targeted purpose of an entity “b1 ”) is
incompatible with “c2 ” (the targeted purpose of an entity “b2 ”).For example, the simultaneous
application of pattern and grain on a single 3D object does not maintain their specific selectivity
interpretation task, since grain interferes in the pattern perception.
Mb1,b2 :H1 (b1 ) → P(H1 (b2 )):c1 7→ {c2 ∈ H1 (b2 ):¬ (c1 ∨ c2 )}.

(18)

3.3. Illustration with Static Retinal Variables and 3D Environment Parameters for Selectivity Purposes
3.3.1. Collection of Entities
The formalism application is illustrated in the visualization of virtual 3D city models. In this
paper, we consider a subset of visualization techniques and their targeted purposes. Hence, collection
B (Equation (19)) first gathers a subset of static retinal variables (Table 1). We do not consider the
position visual variable of Bertin, since changing the 3D object position alters its spatial relation to other
elements. Note however that this variable remains very useful for semantic information representation,
such as labelling [80]. Collection B also includes 3D environment settings (Section 2.1.3.), while the
only selectivity interpretation task (Table 2) is considered in collection C (Equation (20)).
B = {arrangement, atmosphere effect (haze), crispness, depth of field, environment
projection, grain, hue, lightness/value, directional lighting, material, orientation,
pattern, perspective height, resolution, saturation, shading, shadow, shape, size,
sketchiness, spacing, transparency}

(19)

C = {selectivity}

(20)

Then, the connections between collections B and C are defined. This was carried out by a review of
the existing literature but also through empirical tests performed on a part of the virtual 3D LOD1 city
model of New York (Figure 2). In the following, we provide a set of figures to illustrate the statements.
3.3.2. Truth Values of Functions
Equation (14) addresses the consequence connection among the entities of B. It links the
following entities:

•
•

the production of a shadow induces the use of a directional light (Figure 3a);
the application of transparency indirectly implies the application of lightness/value and saturation
(Figure 3b);
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Figure 8. A dynamic WebGL application for assisting the visualization process of 3D geospatial data.
Figure 8. A dynamic WebGL application for assisting the visualization process of 3D geospatial data.
Multiple views of the 3D model (times t1 to t4) are shown to highlight the visualization process and
Multiple views of the 3D model (times t1 to t4) are shown to highlight the visualization process and
feedback provided by the plugin (left sidebar).
feedback provided by the plugin (left sidebar).

During the whole visualization process, the sidebar is continuously updated to inform the user
of compatible, incompatible, and potentially incompatible visualization techniques. This is carried
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XML-Schema fragment:
XML-Schema fragment:
<xsd:element name=”Suitability” type=”se:SuitabilityType”>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element
name=”Suitability” type=”se:SuitabilityType”>
<xsd:complexType name=” SuitabilityType”>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:sequence> name=” SuitabilityType”>
<xsd:complexType
<xsd:element ref=”se:Name” minOccurs=”1”/>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:elementref=”se:Name”
ref=”se:Description”
minOccurs=”1”/>
<xsd:element
minOccurs=”1”/>
<xsd:elementref=”se:Description”
ref=”se:TargetedPurpose”minOccurs=”1”/>
minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
<xsd:element
<xsd:element
ref=”se:Consequence”
minOccurs=”0”
maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
<xsd:element ref=”se:TargetedPurpose” minOccurs=”1”
maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
<xsd:element
ref=”se:Incompatibility”
minOccurs=”0”
maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
<xsd:element ref=”se:Consequence” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
<xsd:element ref=”se:PotentialIncompatibility” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”
<xsd:element ref=”se:Incompatibility” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
/>
<xsd:element ref=”se:PotentialIncompatibility” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:element name=” TargetedPurpose” type=”xsd:string”/>
<xsd:element name=” TargetedPurpose” type=”xsd:string”/>
<xsd:element name=”Consequence” type=”xsd:string”/>
<xsd:element name=”Consequence” type=”xsd:string”/>
<xsd:element name=”Incompatibility” type=”IncompatibilityType”>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:complexType name=“IncompatibilityType”>
<xsd:simpleContent>
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<xsd:element name=”Incompatibility” type=”IncompatibilityType”>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:complexType name=“IncompatibilityType”>
<xsd:simpleContent>
<xsd:extension base=”xsd:string”>
<xsd:attribute name=” TargetedPurposeFrom” type=”string” use=”optional”/>
<xsd:attribute name=” TargetedPurposeTo” type=”string” use=”optional”/>
</xsd:extension>
</xsd:simpleContent>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:element name=”PotentialIncompatibility” type=”se:PotentialIncompatibilityType”>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:complexType name=” PotentialIncompatibilityType”>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=”Technique” type=”xsd:string”/>
<xsd:element name=”Explanation” type=”xsd:string”/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name=” TargetedPurposeFrom” type=”string” use=”optional”/>
<xsd:attribute name=” TargetedPurposeTo” type=”string” use=”optional”/>
</xsd:complexType>

The Name element refers to a given visualization technique (static retinal variable, 3D environment
setting, or enhancement technique) and the Description element clarifies the context in which the
connections are defined (e.g., urban visualization). The TargetedPurpose element corresponds to
the targeted purpose(s) arising from the application of the visualization technique (Equation (13)).
The Consequence element refers to Equation (14). Incompatibility and Potential Incompatibility elements
refer respectively to Equations (16) and (18). TargetedPurposeFrom and TargetedPurposeTo attributes
express the incompatibilities among entities of C (i.e., the targeted purposes of visualization techniques).
The following provides two application examples for hue and pattern visualization techniques.

<Suitability>
<Name>Hue</Name>
<Description>
<Title>Hue usage in urban visualization</Title>
</Description>
<TargetedPurposeFrom>Selectivity</TargetedPurposeFrom>
<PotentialIncompatibility>
<Technique>Shading</Technique>
<Explanation>Too much shading may hide hue on some faces</Explanation>
</PotentialIncompatibility>
<PotentialIncompatibility>
<Technique>Shadow</Technique>
<Explanation>Shadow may hide 3D objects and subsequently hue</Explanation>
</PotentialIncompatibility>
</Suitability>
<Suitability>
<Name>Pattern</Name>
<Description>
<Title>Pattern usage in urban visualization</Title>
</Description>
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<TargetedPurposeFrom>Selectivity</TargetedPurposeFrom>
<Incompatibility TargetedPurposeFromFrom=”Selectivity” TargetedPurposeFromTo=”Selectivity”
>Grain</Incompatibility>
<PotentialIncompatibility>
<Technique>Shading</Technique>
<Explanation>Too much shading may hide pattern on some faces</Explanation>
</PotentialIncompatibility>
<PotentialIncompatibility>

<Technique>Shadow</Technique>

<Explanation>Shadow may hide 3D objects and subsequently pattern</Explanation>
</PotentialIncompatibility>
</Suitability>

5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed to formalize, as a knowledge network, the parameters and components
that influence the quality of efficient 3D geovisualization schema. Those parameters and components
are classified into four categories as (1) camera settings (position, orientation, focal length, and vision
time), (2) visualization techniques (from graphics and computer graphics fields), (3) targeted purposes
(interpretation tasks, 3D geovisualization challenges, and perceptions), and (4) 3D objects. Furthermore,
connections between the camera settings, the visualization techniques, and the targeted purposes are
identified and formalized into a formal mathematical framework (second-order logic). We showed that
3D geovisualization components may be joined according to four kinds of connections: compatibility,
incompatibility, potential incompatibility, and consequence. To demonstrate the usability and the
utility of the proposal, the formalism is applied on a first set of visualization techniques for the purpose
of selectivity. The mathematical framework is then used to connect visualization techniques and to
provide a first set of graphic design guidelines. Ultimately, three applications are proposed as proofs
of concept.
The knowledge network of key components for efficient 3D geovisualization is a clear contribution
to the field, since we could not find such a proposal in the scientific literature or practices. It assists
both domain experts in the definition of their own graphic design guidelines and non-professional
users that manipulate and visualize 3D geospatial data. Indeed, the knowledge network and its
formalization are written generically, such that it may be applicable to any 3D geospatial data.
Additionally, the applications themselves—especially the WebGL plugin and the Symbology Encoding
extension—contribute to the domain, since they can now be used and tested in various contexts.
Our work has some limitations. For example, the formalism was only applied to a small set of
visualization techniques and targeted purposes. In the future, further entities will be incorporated in
order to extend the preliminary results. Indeed, the formalism aims to build a knowledge network by
gathering and connecting an ever-increasing number of entities.
In this paper, we provided a first set of graphic design guidelines. Some are actually valid for any
application fields manipulating 3D geospatial data (e.g., cadastre, augmented and virtual realities, and
navigation), while others may be reviewed in order to fit specific contexts, data, and tasks. However,
it is clear that static retinal variables “lightness/value” and “saturation” are not actually relevant in
3D geovisualization due to their numerous graphical conflicts with most 3D environment settings.
Results also indicate that the degree of inconsistency among considered visualization techniques is
heavily connected to the spatial distribution of requested objects in the 3D geospatial environment and
the application level of visualization techniques used simultaneously. This is especially the case for
transparency, shadow, and shading, which should be used with caution. Many graphical conflicts are
difficult to predict. However, this does not mean that they are inevitable, at least if they are defined.
This is why it is necessary to build a knowledge network on the visualization of 3D geospatial data.
It could even be developed and distributed through XML documents via the new element Suitability.
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Ultimately, CAD and GIS-oriented software should incorporate viewpoint management support
tools. Indeed, camera settings (camera position, orientation, focal length, and vision time) are crucial in
the 3D geovisualization process, since they determine the visibility of 3D objects to which visualization
techniques have been applied. However, to date, the viewpoint has been manually fixed by the
designer who tries to maximise at best the visibility of 3D objects. This operation may be quite arduous,
especially with 3D models at high density (e.g., virtual 3D city models). In 2016, Neuville et al. [81]
proposed a computation method to automatically generate optimal viewpoints. The algorithm was
then included into a web-based platform in Poux & Neuville et al. [82,83]. However, it still does not
account for the dynamic aspect of viewpoint (i.e., its motion in space and time), which is essential in
3D geovisualization. The temporal and spatial management of camera settings is still a challenge to
be solved.
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